
Introducing

Easy for Lab

Quick, clear communication

Support for multiple file formats

Works with any open dental CAD system

Less waiting time

Minimal chair time

Increased patient comfort

Easy for Patient

Easy for You

Up and scan matter of minutes

Low learning curve 

Meet all restoration needs 

An Open Impression Scanning Solution 

for Smart Dental Professionals



Autoclavable Tip
3 tips included, reusable

Heating Element

Prevents formation of fog on the optics

HD Image Capture and Color Scanning

No powder or spray required

Rotating Tip
For optimal scanning angle

EzScan Color Scanner

Easy for You

The intraoral color scanner designed together with Dental professionals to ensure a perfect fit into the modern digital dental 

practice. It is characterized by an exclusive ergonomic design and by being one of the lightest color scanners available. It 

boasts the most sought-after features for restorative dentistry at a very attractive price. The system has true open 

architecture integration, enabling dentists to send digital impressions to any open dental CAD System on the lab side. EzScan 

designed & manufactured in the United States.

  

Small & Compact IOSc

It is one of the Smallest and compact Intra Oral Scanner in the market that delivers a powder-free, full-color scan. The EzScan 

utilizes a unique and proprietary technology that is designed to optimize the speed, accuracy & precision of the unit.

With EzScan, you are up & scanning within minimals. Offers a low learning curve, and with the intuitive case management

software, staff can learn the system quickly. A lightweight, durable scanner with no moving parts, except the fan,

which means no downtime. It’s pre-Calibrated, meaning you can use it right out of the box & includes reusable tips. Free 

software updates offers a constantly-improving solution; one that meets your scanning needs now, & in the 

future.     

The EzScan Workflow

Create, scan & share

 manage the order

in just a few steps. 

Scanning

 Fast & intuitive process

in just 59 secs. 

Lab & CAD Integration

EzScan-i  is an open

system, compatible with

most dental CAD systems.

Case Sharing

 Easy file sharing

module for sharing 

digital impression with lab 



Lightweight
Weighs only 150 grams
Ensures strain-free use in any scenario

Truly Ergonomic Design
Best comfortable grip & flexibility in daily use

Mounting Options
Base can be wall mounted

The Hand-held Scanner

It is designed with ergonomics in mind & features a slim, lightweight handpiece with optimal grip design and a rotating tip.  

Offers premium features such as color capture and a built-in heater to prevent fogging. For taking digital impressions, Vatech 

provides a solution that supports the most common types of restorations in dentistry.

   

Easy for Patient

The scanner requires no warm-up time, which means less waiting time for patients & minimal time spent on the chair.  The Lightweight 

design of EzScan is much easy for patients. The compact, ergonomic design means staff can work faster & more comfortably. The 

rotating tip allows for maximum maneuverability & the sleek build increases patient comfort.      

Scanner Dimensions Size: L 256 mm, W 43mm, H 43 mm

Base Dimensions Size: L 306 mm, W 98 mm, H 72 mm

 Active Stereo ImagingAcquisition Method

Color Scanning 24 bit (8-bits per channel)

Power Cord 1.8 meters

Scanning Process

Tooth Preparation No Powder or Spray required

Scanning Principle Continuously scans & accumulates (stitching) depth & color data

Distance Scanner - Tooth 0-12 mm

Capture Time < 2 minutes per arch

EzScan IOSc Specifications



EzScan-i 
The EzScan-i Software is a highly intuitive scan & 

order management software package that is 

included in the EzScan. In addition to order 

management and scanning, the system allows you 

to share information with the lab via our cloud 

file-sharing solution. The software is designed to 

be highly intuitive, with a fast learning curve that 

provides fast and easy collaboration with lab.

Open Format Software is one of your biggest advantages 

when choosing the EzScan IOSc system as it gives you the option to 

work in any open platform software and use the scanner in your current clinic & 

lab setup. With the ability to Scan and Export in STL, PLY and OBJ to any open CAD 

software solution on the labside, the EzScan IOSc gives you maximum flexibility 

in connecting and automating your digital set-up. 

EzScan-i 

The built-in case management software simplifies your entire restoration workflow, gives a more productive, efficient 

workday.  

Case and Patient Browser Simplified case management, 

providing an easy-to-navigate overview of all patient 

information. Quickly access scanning steps and the built-in 

3D viewer.

Order Creation Easily select the restoration type & material. 

Add the preferred Lab-all from one screen.

Scanning places all the necessary tools at your fingertips. 

And the Live Preview window enables to see the results 

of your scan as you work.

Colored Distance Map Visualize the distance between 

upper and lower jaw for a quick estimate of preparation 

shape. Adjust the values for custom setting of desired 

distances, intuitive interface with easy setup.

Easy for Lab

The scanner comes with the EzScan Software, a software application that takes care of case management & scanning, as 
well as lab sharing. The software offers a touchscreen interface and functions that are easy-to-use & built for collaboration
between dental clinic & lab. You can share files directly from the software via the cloud - based file - sharing module or any 
other preferred method, such as e-mail.              

Vikram

EzScan-i 



Connects with EzDent-i  : IOS, OPG, CBCT & Scanner’s database all at one place.

Finalize The Finalize screen enables you to validate all 

information, and attachments and comments to your 

files before sending to the lab. 

Open Jaws Added new feature with the ability to open 

and examine the patients jaw from occlusal side. Especially 

useful when used with colored distance map function. 

Manual Bite Alignment New option that allows user to 

manually adjust the bite alignment, with a simple interface. 

Dentists can verify the lab receives an accurate bite 

alignment.

EzScan-i EzScan-i 

 

PC Requirements (Optional)

*AMD CPU & GPU not compatible.

Processor

CPU Clock 

RAM

Graphics

Intel i7 8th Gen 4 Core or Higher

2.8GHZ or Higher

16GB or Higher

NVIDIA 6GB RTX 2000 Series or Higher

Scan Time (Full Arch) System

Connector

Tip Autoclave

USB Type-A

File Output STL, PLY, OBJ

Open

STL Converting time (Full Arch)

Weight

Capture Speed Angle of Mirror

Scanning Accuracy 

45 Degree

FOV

Less than 2 min.

Less than 1 min.

150g

35FPS

12 x 14mm

EzScan Specifications

134 C (4 min)

37.2 µm

22.0 µm

14.0 µm

 Half Arch

 Quadrant

Full Cross Arch



/ VatechIndia
VATECH INDIA PVT. LTD.
1016/2, 2nd Floor, S.M. Plaza, Mahipalpur Bypass, New Delhi - 110037

      : www.vatechindia.in          : contactus@vatechindia.in          : 959 981 2206

Designed to ensure effective results 
while minimizing the number of 
patient’s visits.

Overview
Instantly examine the case contents including the scans 

and comments added. Download the needed files and 

change case status.

Check the case before downloading it to validate files and 

communicate changes with the dentist

An easy to use cloud solution, that helps you share and store digital Scans, without sacrificing local storage. Share your 

files with any digital lab, with no inbox limitations.

All cases received with status, type of restoration,  dentist 

id, date and delivery times. You can change the language 

and add partner connections.

Individual Case Overview

Web 3D Viewer

EzScan IOSc Solution 
Giving you the Best Value for Money 

The EzScan gives you the combination of reliable, durable technology, that is easy to use, and the best return 
on your investment. 


